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Introduction
As most drama is naturally character-driven, this scheme explores interesting and 
developed people from their outwardly straightforward exteriors to the deeper 
levels within. The majority of people are indeed, complex.

The scheme offers wide scope for students to develop story lines from studying 
emotions: reactions, plans, dreams, fears and motives. As in life, here we can find 
the jovial, generous-spirited, sad, friendly, grumpy and devious; we’ll also discover 
some with OCD, secrets, paranoia and those compulsive liars.

While it doesn’t have to be worked like this, it’s suggested that in each group of 
students there is one central character – say, Joe or Jo – who has certain individual 
characteristics that are developed through the entire scheme. The student playing 
him/her changes each session, but must tap into the body of information that is 
gradually built up.

Learning objectives
By the end of this scheme students will have:

 f Developed their repertoire of characterisation skills
 f Worked collaboratively to improve drama skills
 f Understood the diversity and individualism of people
 f Explored a range of ideas and concepts.

The sessions
Session 1: Who’s judging?
We all make instant judgments about others. How much damage can be done 
when people and things may not be all that they first seem?

Session 2: Lovely at home; monster at school
Teachers don’t always see the same person at school as the person’s parents 
know at home. Why is that?

Session 3: Jekyll and Hyde
Some people have two personalities and when they clash with each other, the 
results can be disastrous.

Session 4: Against better judgment
Sometimes we do things against our own nature, something others might call ‘out 
of character’. Sometimes people can’t help lying. What’s the outcome?

Session 5: You can’t always get what you want
Our aims, ambitions, dreams, plans and schemes don’t always work out, but what 
if that’s a good thing?

Session 6: The games people play
Often we exploit our own complexities, perhaps to manipulate others or just 
because we can’t help ourselves.

Sensitivities
Teachers will take care to avoid 
offending people through any sort of 
discrimination. The intention is never 
to mock, but to explore the genuine 
differences that make up our world.

Stretches and challenges
Each session has a stretch and 
challenge exercise which can be either 
incorporated into a group piece or done 
separately. The challenges should not 
only apply to the more able.

Groupings
The same groupings may work 
throughout whole scheme, with Jo/
Joe changing each session, and others 
changing characters each time or staying 
the same and evolving those complex 
personalities.

Quotation for thought
Confucius is credited with saying, ‘Life is 
really simple, but we insist on making it 
complicated.’ Is it so simple? Is it not we 
who are so complicated?

Supporting Material 1: People are 
complex, but they are also …
Supporting Material 2: Some further 
exploration ideas.

David Porter is former Head of 
Performing Arts at Kirkley High School, 
Lowestoft, teacher and one-time 
children’s theatre performer. Freelance 
writer, blogger, editor he is a senior 
assessor for A level Performance Studies, 
IGSCE Drama moderator and GCSE 
Drama examiner.

People are complex 
David Porter
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Session 1: Who’s judging?
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Developed some characterisation skills around self-perception
 f Worked collaboratively to create complex characters
 f Understood the diversity and individualism of people
 f Explored the dangers of making instant judgments based on very little 
evidence.

Warm-up
a) In pairs. Make considerate, praising statements about each other in turn.
b) Same pairs. Tell each other one truth, but kindly.
c) Same pairs. Take on a character and make brutally honest ‘friends’.

Discussion and new learning
 f How would a friend describe you? How well can they know you?
 f How would your parent(s) describe you? How well can they know you?
 f How would a neighbour describe you? How well can they know you?
 f How would a stranger describe you?
 f How would you describe yourself?

We all often make instant judgments about all sorts of things – food, a lesson, a 
TV show, each other. How often are these judgments proved accurate?

Look at the descriptive words (by no means exhaustive) in Support Material 1 
and consider how useful they may be in developing a character for drama.

If you take a basic role – e.g. an IT specialist – and add a single element, that 
role starts to become not just a character, but a complex one, because we are all 
complex. The more elements we add (his/her age, likes, hates, hobbies, family, 
work skills, aims, illnesses), the more complex the character becomes. Characters 
in a story need be neither all simple nor all complex. Making some characters more 
complex than others is a valuable storytelling device that allows for more exploration 
of certain areas of the story while underplaying others.

Development
In groups, which could stay the same throughout this scheme, there will be one 
character called Joe or Jo. He/she is constant, but
a) he/she will be played by a different member of your group each session, and
b) how he/she develops in one session must be continued from then on.

So, for example, if Joe/Jo is in a wheelchair in Session 1, develops an addiction in 
Session 2 or is clearly split personality by Session 3, those aspects must be evident 
thereafter.

In groups of 4/5, with one Jo or Joe, develop a scene in which we see the 
following in a situation where something has just been damaged:

 f The tale is told from Jo/Joe’s point of view
 f He/she must develop personality features that are clear and distinctive
 f He/she has a strong desire to help people but it always goes wrong
 f He/she is constantly trying to put things right
 f People around him/her are quick to instantly (unfairly) judge
 f The outcome makes Joe/Jo appear the opposite of what he/she is
 f Who are the people around – family, siblings, students, work mates, older 
people or a mixture?

Decide who is involved, where they are, when it takes place and what is the outcome.

Work in progress
Share and show some groups, perhaps not in full, but selected parts, or a 
fragment from each that shows Jo/Joe in a bad light or a good light.

Wrapping up
Assess your own work and one other group’s – did the performance carry the 
ideas? What more could’ve been done? Did you feel empathy, sympathy, irritation 
with Jo/Joe? Make an instant judgment on him/her. How often are our instant 
judgments about people accurate?

Do try this at home
Make two masks of paper, card or a paper bag using paints, craftwork or a simple 
felt tip. Mask A is how you perceive the person you dislike most in the world and 

Resources
 f Drama Toolkit on character: 

http://www.dramatoolkit.co.uk/
drama-games/category/character

 f Guardian article on character 
building and great acting: https://
www.theguardian.com/stage/2009/
may/09/character-building-great-
actor

Language
How we judge people can be affirming 
or destructive, so bear that in mind as 
characters are framed within a storyline. 
Words hurt; descriptions can be so 
honest they scar.

A point about the point of view
Some scenes are more effective coming 
from the point of view of a minor 
character, parent, friend, a stranger 
observing him/her. This can be as a 
narrator and/or as a character within to 
tell it through the acting.

Stretch and challenge
Invite a student to present a monologue 
as Joe/Jo showing how hurt he/she is by 
the instant judgments of peers, teachers 
and adults. Balance this with an honest 
personal assessment of him/herself.

Quotation for thought
‘The art of simplicity is a puzzle of 
complexity.’ (Douglas Horton)

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Mask B is how you see yourself when you look in the mirror. Is either mask a 
simple caricature, or are the faces more complex?

Just a thought: a seriously disturbed person might see the two masks as identical!

Session 2: Lovely at home; monster at school
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Developed characterisation skills around fitting behaviour to situations
 f Worked collaboratively to create complex characters
 f Understood the diversity and individuality of people
 f Explored the idea of others’ perceptions influencing people

Warm-up
a) In pairs. A is the parent and B the teacher explaining how difficult the student 

is at school; the parent says he/she’s an angel at home.
b) In pairs. The parent goes home to the student and discusses report.
c) In pairs. The student shares it with a friend.

Discussion and new learning
Many teachers can confirm that parents often sit in front of them at parents’ 
evenings and hear how wonderful/vile their son/daughter is in school, while their 
perception of them from home is the opposite.

This is not so much because many youngsters are psychologically disturbed or 
confused – it’s to do with perceptions. Do all parents actually see their children 
accurately?

Do teachers know them better? Certainly students spend more time in a week 
at education than at home, but surely parents can best judge them? Do you agree?

We can all carry contradictory feelings and emotions inside us simultaneously. 
A TV news report of a tragedy may make us weep, but also angry that somebody 
didn’t prevent it. We can feel love and hate at given moments for somebody we 
are close to. We are complex beings, so that’s normal.

Development
Same groups. This time change who is playing Joe/Jo, but remember what we 
know already about him/her. Build on that. The rest of group can be same in 
home or different (complex) characters, and in the school scene one will need to 
be different.

Develop two short scenes around Joe/Jo’s parent at a parents’ evening and at 
home, where he/she reaches boiling point over something or somebody or both. 
What makes that happen? What is the outcome? Where are they all? Who else is 
needed to make this work? How close is he/she to the people involved? How does 
she feel about others and about him/herself?

Bear in mind the complexity of human characters – could the ‘angel’ at home 
be fooling the parent? Could the ‘monster’ at school be pretending to be an 
’angel’? Has the teacher got issues with the particular child? Has the parent got 
issues with this teacher?

Work in progress
Share and show selected groups with a fragment from one or both of their scenes 
showing the contrasts of home and school behaviour and perceptions.

Wrapping up
Make assessments on your own work and of one other group. Did the performance 
explore the ideas? What more could have been done? How realistic is it that 
teacher and parent should have opposing views of a student?

Do try this at home
Create a photo essay of selfies where you reflect different emotions going on 
behind your face – disappointment, loathing, tolerance, affection and puzzlement.

Resources
 f Coping with parents’ evening, a blog: 

http://www.mind.org.uk/information-
support/your-stories/coping-with-
parents-evening/#.WMPdbn_VanM

 f BBC News survey on parents’ 
evenings: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/
education/8391772.stm

Language
Students have experienced parenting 
skills first hand and may have siblings 
to see it practiced, too. Compare those 
skills with teaching skills.

A point about parents as teachers
Sometimes teachers have to teach their 
own children. Imagine that in a scenario 
and then stage the school/home 
contrasts scenes.

Stretch and challenge
Invite a student to explain in a 
monologue how hard it is being a 
parent when you can’t cope with your 
(demonic) child at home, but at school 
he/she is an angel.

Quotation for thought
‘Today the network of relationships 
linking the human race to itself and to 
the rest of the biosphere is so complex 
that all aspects affect all others to an 
extraordinary degree.’ (Murray Gell-
Mann)

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 3: Jekyll and Hyde
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Developed characterisation skills around conflicting forces
 f Worked collaboratively to create complex characters
 f Understood the diversity and individuality of people
 f Explored the idea of multi-layers of personality influencing behaviour.

Warm-up
a) In pairs. Two strangers meet; one suddenly changes personality.
b) Now reverse it; other one switches.
c) In groups of 3 or 4. All know each other; one switches personality; others know 

and accept it.

Discussion and new learning
The Robert Louis Stevenson story Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), now also a musical-
horror drama, is about a man cursed with a personality that behaves very 
differently from one situation to another, from the reasonable to the murderous.

The term ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ is nowadays applied to someone with two opposite, 
even conflicting, personalities.  Bipolar disorder is a condition where mood swings 
can vary from one extreme to another. Schizophrenia is where you are subject to 
often bizarre hallucinations and delusions.

These take the one-thing-at-home and one-thing-at-school issue of last 
session into far deeper waters. This is more psychological. We don’t have to be 
bipolar or have the extreme ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ contradiction to have different 
facets of our personality clashing within us which shows our complexities and 
makes behaviour less predictable.

Does anyone have any experience of people living with these conditions? What 
medication do they need?

Development
In your same groups, put Joe/Jo in a situation where he/she has to cope with 
someone who has a multi-layered personality (Jekyll and Hyde or other) which 
explodes with disastrous consequences. He/she does not have to be the person 
suffering the condition, but must experience it and cope with it.

Work in progress
Share and show as many groups in full as time allows. Ask students from those 
not seen to report on what they did.

Wrapping up
Teacher assesses groups (on GCSE criteria?) and leads discussion on how the 
ideas were developed through drama skills and character evolution.

Do try this at home
Prepare a monologue entitled; ‘I am much nicer than people think I am’ or ‘I am 
not as nice as people think I am’.

Language
Complex means to be made of 
interconnecting, layered, intricate, 
related parts. Sometimes parts get 
unbalanced affecting behaviour, 
perception and responses.

A point about labeling
Teachers will be aware of the dangers of 
labeling people carelessly, unless it has 
been done medically. This material is 
simply to get students to probe deeper 
than the surface into the deeper layers 
of complex people.

Stretch and challenge
Invite two students to perform a 
duologue in which the two halves of one 
person’s conflicted personality try to 
reason with each other.

Quotation for thought
‘We need a self because the complexity 
of the chemical processes that make up 
our individual humanities exceeds the 
processing power of our brains.’ (Mohsin 
Hamid)

Resources
 f Jekyll and Hyde, via BBC Bitesize: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/
gcsebitesize/english_literature/
prosejekyllhyde/

 f The mood swings of bipolar disorder: 
http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/
Bipolar-disorder/Pages/Introduction.
aspx

 f The delusions of schizophrenia: 
 http://www.mind.org.uk/
information-support/types-of-
mental-health-problems/
schizophrenia/#.WMPknH_VanM

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 4: Against better judgment
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Developed characterisation skills around serial lying
 f Worked collaboratively to create complex characters
 f Understood the diversity and individuality of people
 f Explored the idea of people behaving out of their ‘normal’ style.

Warm-up
a) In pairs, start with the line, ‘Your mum is much nicer than she looks’ – which 

starts a big row.
b) In pairs. A needs to apologise to B, but can’t actually do it.

Discussion and new learning
Ever heard the expression to do something ‘against your better judgment’ or 
behaving ‘out of character’? What does that mean? If you do it, can it be out of 
character? What is behaving ‘in’ character?

Does conscience have a part in this? Do you feel guilty about your behaviour, 
whatever it is? Any examples?

Do you think people might lie because they want to make people think better 
of them? Do you lie? Any examples? Do you know there are differences between 
compulsive, pathological, chronic and habitual lies?

How do you best confront a liar? How do you deal with someone who has 
behaved in an unexpected (and probably bad) way?

Development
In your groups, one is a person who just cannot stop lying – a congenital liar. He 
or she is very good at it. Develop a scene, or at most two scenes, in which:

 f A lie is covered with another lie and the person is caught out, and
 f One of the group behaves out of character.

Joe/Jo is not the liar, but could be the out of character one. Either way, he/she has 
to cope with the fallout.

Work in progress
Share and show one group, assess by peer review, and ask them to repeat a 
section with suggested improvements incorporated.

Wrapping up
Teacher adds to peer review and invites self assessment on what lessons are 
learned: What do they understand now by complex characters acting ‘out of 
character’?

Do try this at home
Write a 100 word pen sketch or draw a simplified face of your best friend and be 
prepared to justify how it reflects his/her personality at any given moment.

Resources
 f Truth About Deception and lying: 

https://www.truthaboutdeception.
com/lying-and-deception/
confronting-a-partner/compulsive-
lying/types-of-liars.html

 f Truth about Deception and 
confronting liars: https://www.
truthaboutdeception.com/lying-and-
deception/confronting-a-partner/
compulsive-lying.html

 f Psychology Today, out of character: 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/
blog/communication-
central/201010/why-we-act-out-
character

Language
A liar is a falsifier, a teller of untruths, 
fabricator, perjurer, storyteller and a 
congenital liar is one apparently born 
to lie – just can’t help it. ‘Serial liars’ 
is another term for habitual dealers in 
untruth.

A point about lies
In drama, truth is not an absolute; things 
may be relative. Explore the role of lying 
in complex characters, from the toddler 
who denies drawing on the wall to the 
adult who happily lies to make others 
feel better.

Stretch and challenge
Invite a student to perform in their own 
time work from last session: ‘I am much 
nicer than people think I am’, or ‘I am not 
as nice as people think I am’.

Quotation for thought
‘I think I’m drawn to characters with 
complexity or who are under duress in 
some way and have some conflict going 
on.’ (Emily Blunt)
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Session 5: You can’t always get what you want
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Developed characterisation skills around getting what you want
 f Worked collaboratively to create complex characters
 f Understood the diversity and individuality of people
 f Explored the idea of people’s personality disorders.

Warm-up
a) In pairs. A is in authority over B and refuses to let him/her have their own way.
b) B is in authority over A, and too easily lets A have their own way.
c) Teenager with parent: ‘I must have that!’.

Discussion and new learning
How often do you find you are in a position where you can’t get what you want? 
Is it because it’s not good for you; because other people are being stubborn or 
because you don’t know what you do really want?

The chorus of a 1969 Rolling Stones song  went:
No, you can’t always get what you want 
You can’t always get what you want 
You can’t always get what you want 
But if you try sometime you just might find 
You get what you need.

Any examples to share where you haven’t got what you wanted? Or where you 
have stopped someone else from getting what they wanted? And what is the 
difference between wanting something and needing it?

Many shoppers go up the scale. I want it. I need it. I MUST have it. Ever felt that 
way about something? Is it a flaw in a personality to be so desperate to have or do 
something, even if it’s bad?

Development
In the usual groups, develop a scene in which someone of any age is determined 
to have or do something at any cost – it is in his/her character. Someone else is 
just as equally determined that it will not happen. Why? A third has OCD. What’s 
the outcome? Joe/Jo can be one of them, or just be present as the scene goes on.

Work in progress
Each group self-selects three minutes to share; invites critical comment that is 
instantly worked into the scene, live.

Wrapping up
Invite a student to lead the plenary. How much did we learn about how disorders, 
agendas, plans, aims and people causing frustration, enabled them to build 
characters?

Do try this at home
Write a 10-point plan to achieve something that’s in your heart, and which 
requires you to persuade, distract, divert or harm others to achieve.

Resources
 f What’s Your Personality Defect? – a 

quiz to test yours: http://www.
playbuzz.com/benjaminbirely10/
whats-your-personality-defect

 f Psychology Today, The 10 Personality 
Disorders; a useful view of traits that 
define people: 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/
blog/hide-and-seek/201205/the-10-
personality-disorders

Language
Useful words include: imperative, 
demands, driven, planning, scheming, 
frustrations, obstructions, sabotage, 
prevented, disappointed, choked, 
annoyance, grievance, disheartened and 
nullify.

A point about disorders
Again, ensure that no offence is caused 
to people with any disorder. Terms are 
used to add value and depth to the 
characters and reinforce a compelling 
story.

Stretch and challenge
Invite a pair of students to create two 
old timers on a bench reminiscing 
about how they always got their way 
- but actually they didn’t. They have 
remembered selectively.

Quotation for thought
‘The complexity of things – the things 
within things – just seems to be endless.
I mean nothing is easy, nothing is simple.’ 
(Alice Munro)

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Session 6: The games people play
Learning objectives
By the end of the session students will have:

 f Developed characterisation skills around the challenge of manipulating others
 f Worked collaboratively to create complex characters
 f Understood the diversity and individuality of people
 f Explored the idea of people’s mind games.

Warm-up
In your usual groups, one has a facial disfigurement which means he/she is 
permanently smiling, and is always welcomed and given smiles back. In fact, the 
person is a natural people-hating misery guts.

Discussion and new learning
You must have talked about and known people who play games – games that do 
your head in, that mess your mind up. Well, some believe we’re all wired to play 
various games as part of our human complexities during social interaction.

We play partner games, authority/rebellion games, power games, attraction games 
and competitive games. We can’t stop it. Why should we? Do you see yourself as a 
mind game player?

In 1968, Joe South’s hit song, ‘Games People Play’, raged against human 
hypocrisy, hatred, inhumanity, intolerance between people(s): real material for 
drama. It opened like this:

Oh the games people play now 
Every night and every day now 
Never meaning what they say now 
Never saying what they mean

And they while away the hours 
In their ivory towers 
Till they’re covered up with flowers 
In the back of a black limousine

This session is about those complex mind games we play.

Development
In the groups, create some power games between one pair and a different struggle 
between a different pair. Joe/Jo is caught up again in the crossfire and may indeed 
be playing a power, rebellion, attraction or competitive game.

Work in progress
Allow time to see as much of each group as possible. Encourage self and peer 
comment and evaluation. There are further suggestions for exploring these ideas 
in Resource 2 at the end of this scheme.

Wrapping up
The big question is how much depth has Joe/Jo now acquired through all these 
scenes, ideas and developments? Other questions include how well drama 
techniques have served that depth? What have been the benefits of collaboration? 
What have they learned about the complexities of people?

Resources
 f The Games People Play, Eric Berne 

(2010 republished) – influential 
study of the wealth of games people 
play with others.

 f iPhone game, for teachers to use and 
assimilate: http://www.independent.
co.uk/voices/comment/mind-games-
the-title-i-won-t-name-that-s-
messing-with-my-sanity-8581712.
html

Language
People never saying what they mean, 
never meaning what they say – the 
ultimate mind game? A template for 
human beings?

A point about games
This session requires stronger emotions 
than previously. Most characters 
should by now have developed good 
backstories, realistic and credible 
motives and relationships.

Stretch and challenge
Invite a student with a sense of humour 
to research mind games
http://howsyourrobot.com/2012/02/12/
playing-mind-games-mess-with-your-
head/ and see if any can be used to a) 
inform a group piece; and b) entertain 
everyone.

Quotation for thought
‘Ambiguity is something that I really 
respond to. I like the complexity of it.’ 
(Robert Redford)

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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RESOURCES

Resource 1: People are complex, but they are also …
 f Funny, amusing, happy-go-lucky, carefree, shining, bright, optimistic, hopeful, enthusiastic, 

encouraging, inspirational, comforting, cheerful, generous, inventive, creative, warm, charitable, 
responsible and glass-half-full types.

 f Uncaring, selfish, disconcerting, miserable, depressed, depressive, frightened, frightening, 
cowardly, over critical, demoralizing, embarrassing, over-exuberant, show offs, domineering, 
controlling, discouraging, resentful, vengeful, poisonous, suicidal, murderous, damaging, 
menacing, resentful and glass-half-empty types.

 f Tiresome, clinging, draining, clever, intelligent, obsessive, slow, scary, awkward, shy, 
embarrassed, smart, helpful, grumpy, quiet, careful, committed, boring, solid, steady, mature, 
wise, perceptive, considerate, well-read, knowledgeable, insecure, fearful and grown-up types.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 2: Some further exploration ideas

Be Careful What You Wish For
As characters strive to get their own way in life, they end up with what they wanted but it turns 
against them or becomes a problem.

The Enemy Within
They say people can be their own worst enemies, so explore how a person can just not stop 
making wrong choices, going to the wrong places at the wrong time.

Not Black and White
Some people see life in such stark black/white, right/wrong, good/bad divisions it can look like 
they rarely have any problems. Most, however, find life is a series of shades and compromises.

Always the Bad Ones
Some people have fatal attractions for bad ’uns – the bad boys or the bad girls. Explore this and see 
what happens if someone is able to break free of that.

The Worm Turns
The ever soft-hearted push-over who never stands up for him/herself finally finds the courage or 
terror or anger to fight back against the bully or forces of darkness.

You Always Hurt the One You Love
Often people cannot help but hurt, betray and humiliate those they love the most. They are on a 
path of self-destruction. What happens when they get off it?
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